FROM TASTE TO FLAVOR AND BEYOND
Any Morning coffee appliances are designed to ensure that quality and style
spreads from every sip we take of our delicious drinks.
It is essential to start with suitable coffee equipments to taste all the flavors and
aromas in your coffee.
Any Morning helps for a glorious brew and flavor experiences with
environmentally friendly, healthy and durable Turkish coffee and filter coffee
equipments that preserve the quality of your coffee.
Whether you want to drink your coffee at home or on your way out in a hurry, we
prepare the best filter coffee for you and make you start your day with a smile
and extra boost of motivation.
Any Morning Coffee Appliances provide a pleasant use by having colors that will
be most compatible with the decoration of your kitchen. Their design is a
wonderful way to tastefully integrate colors into any kitchen. Any Morning not
only gives you the style you desire, but also the mood you want to feel.
Our mission is to deliver Turkish coffee and filter coffee equipments that preserve
the freshness and taste of the best coffee beans grown by nature for all coffee
lovers.
Our vision is to offer our customers the opportunity to enjoy delicious coffee
experiences with premium quality Any Morning thermos, thermos mug, french
press, moka pot, coffee grinder, Turkish coffee maker and coffee machine
whether in their homes or take them away to warm up their day.

Coffee Maker (ANY8681126433150)
Any Morning Coffee Maker, 10 Cups Touch-Screen Programmable Coffee Machine, Automatic Start
and Shut Off, Anti Drip Function, Brew Strength Control, Warming Plate, Easy To Clean, 1.5 L / 50 oz

Description
SMART TOUCH SCREEN: Featuring the LCD screen and touch
screen, it is easy and intuitive for you to choose start time and
strength (regular or bold) settings
24-HOUR FULL PROGRAMMABILITY: Set the time for the coffee
to be made and a pleasant multitoned signal alerts you when
your coffee is ready. A useful function keeps the coffee hot for
2 hours
KEEPS WARM FOR 2 HOURS: With a pad that can keep coffee

warming for 2 hours after brewing is finished and will
automatically shut off after 2 hours
ANTI DRIP FUNCTION: The anti-drip system enables you to
pause and pour mid-brew with mess-free
SPECIAL DESIGN: The elegance and functionality of this coffee
machine creates a welcoming atmosphere in your kitchen.
Special design intense happy colours put you in a good
morning mood

Coffee Maker (ANY8681126433167)
Any Morning Coffee Maker, 15 Cups Programmable Coffee Machine, Automatic Start and Shut
Off, Anti Drip Function, Brew Strength Control, Warming Plate, Easy To Clean, 2 L / 67 oz

Description
LCD CONTROL PANEL: The coffee machine's control panel can
display the brewing mode, brewing time and strength select.
You can always know the status you set
PROGRAMMABLE TIMER: Our coffee maker allows you to
program your coffee up to 24 hours in advance, ensuring that a
fresh, hot cup of coffee is available as soon as you wake up in
the morning or arriving home from working hard the whole day
KEEPS WARM FOR 2 HOURS: The carafe plate keeps coffee warm

for 2 hours after brewing is complete. You can drink a follow-up
cup without having to brew it again
ANTI DRIP FUNCTION: The anti-drip system enables you to pause
and pour mid-brew with mess-free
SPECIAL DESIGN: The elegance and functionality of this coffee
machine creates a welcoming atmosphere in your kitchen.
Special design intense happy colours put you in a good morning
mood

Coffee Grinder(ANY8681126433174)
Any Morning Electric Coffee Grinder, Adjustable Herb Grinder for Beans, Spices, Nuts, Stainless Steel
Blades, Removable Cup, 10 Precise Grind Settings, Grinds Rapidly and Evenly, 70 Gram / 2.5 oz , 150 W

Description
Adjustable Grinding Precision: There are seconds marks above the timing
knob, from coarse to fine. There are 10 precise settings according to your
needs. Removable Grinding Cup: The cup is removable and it can grinds
70 gr / 2.5 oz coffee beans, up to 10 cups of coffee. Dimensions: 10x8x8
cm. Multi-functional Coffee Grinder: This electric coffee grinder can also
be used for grinding other dry ingredients, such as pepper, cumin,
Fenugreek, parsley, cinnamon, star anise, peppermint, soya, quinoa,
sorghum, rice and crystal sugar Quieter than Other Competitors: The
average noise is 63 dB, which is quieter than other coffee grinders. Getting
up early and grinding coffee beans without disturbing your families sleep
in the morning

How to use: (1)Put moderate amount of coffee beans and put the lid on.
(2)According to your preferred favor, adjust the timing knob. Please
choose 5 seconds and above. (3)Short press the switch button to turn it
on. No need to keep pressing down the button to start it. (4)Grinder stops
automatically. Pour over the powder from the cup with the included
spoon
Special Design: Any Morning Coffee Grinder is designed for those who
want to enjoy a coffee break. The elegance and functionality of this
grinder creates a welcoming atmosphere in your kitchen. Special design
intense happy colours put you in a good morning mood

THERMOS MUG (ANY212122547)
Any Morning Stainless Steel Travel Coffee Mug, Coffee Tumbler, Double Wall Vacuum Insulated
Travel Mug, Leak Proof, Spill Proof, Insulated Tumblers for Hot and Cold Drinks, 20 oz (600 ml)

Description
Any Morning travel mug is made from pure 304
food grade stainless steel. The stainless-steel outer
and interior wall is BPA-free. This highest quality
construction means your coffee won’t taste any
different. You don't get any metallic flavors. It
doesn’t absorb strong flavors or aromas, keeps
your drinks tasting fresh. Dimensions: 10x2.6 in
(25.7x6.8 cm) Capacity: 20-oz (600 ml) Weight:
0.01 oz (0.298 gr). Our thermos coffee mugs have
a double wall with vacuum thermal insulation,
more effective than standard insulation from a
layer of air, it keeps your hot drinks hot for 8-10

hours and your cold drinks cold for 25-30 hours.
Thanks to its vacuum insulation technology it
does not transfer heat from inside to outside or
from outside to inside.The insulation also protects
your hands and the temperature of your hands
does not affect the temperature of your favorite
drink. This coffee tumbler can be used as a travel
cup to take with you on the go. It is 100%
watertight and can hold up to 600 ml (20 oz). Its
twist lid is reliable without worrying about leaks.
You can turn upside down and shake it, it will not
spill its contents. You can confidently throw this

coffee thermos into your laptop bag completely
full. Any Morning offers high quality travel mugs
as well as emphasizing the importance of waking
up well in the morning. A warm greeting is a
great way to start the day however not all of us
can face up the rush we live every day or
tolerate the sound of the alarm clock in the
morning. Therefore, we have designed “good
morning with coffee” theme for you. Any
Morning travel mug encourage you to be full of
energy. A coffee next to blue sky and bright sun
make your awakening easier and will make you

realize every morning will be different with new
flavours. With its wide opening, this thermos travel
mug is easy to clean. There is no need extra
attention when cleaning the inner mechanism
and the lid. You will appreciate how easy they
are to clean and use again. Hand-washing is
recommended. It is very functional for a portable
breakfast on road trips. Very durable for
camping life, mountaineering or make you enjoy
still drinking ice coffee in the depths of winter.
Fits most car cup holders and also includes a
convenient carry loop.

THERMOS MUG (ANY212122525)
Any Morning Stainless Steel Travel Coffee Mug, Coffee Tumbler, Double Wall Vacuum Insulated Travel
Mug, Leak Proof, Spill Proof, Anti Slip Base, Insulated Tumblers for Hot and Cold Drinks, 17 oz (500 ml)

Description
Any Morning travel mug is made from pure 304
food grade stainless steel. The stainless-steel
outer and interior wall is BPA-free. This highest
quality construction means your coffee won’t
taste any different. You don't get any metallic
flavors. It doesn’t absorb strong flavors or
aromas, keeps your drinks tasting fresh.
Dimensions: 7x3.6 in (17.8x9.2 cm) Capacity: 17oz (500 ml). Our thermos coffee mugs have a
double wall with vacuum thermal insulation,
more effective than standard insulation from a
layer of air, it keeps your hot and cold drinks hot

for 4-8 hours. Thanks to its vacuum insulation
technology it does not transfer heat from inside
to outside or from outside to inside.The insulation
also protects your hands and the temperature of
your hands does not affect the temperature of
your favorite drink. This coffee tumbler can be
used as a travel cup to take with you on the go.
It is 100% watertight and can hold up to 500 ml
(17 oz). The snapseal lid is reliable without
worrying about leaks. You can turn upside down
and shake it, it will not spill its contents. You can
confidently throw this coffee thermos into your

laptop bag completely full. Any Morning offers
high quality travel mugs as well as emphasizing
the importance of waking up well in the
morning. A warm greeting is a great way to start
the day however not all of us can face up the
rush we live every day or tolerate the sound of
the alarm clock in the morning. Therefore, we
have designed “good morning with coffee”
theme for you. Any Morning travel mug
encourage you to be full of energy. A coffee
next to blue sky and bright sun make your
awakening easier and will make you realize

every morning will be different with new
flavours. This thermos travel mug is easy to clean.
There is no need extra attention when cleaning
the inner mechanism and the lid. You will
appreciate how easy they are to clean and use
again. Hand-washing is recommended. It is very
functional for a portable breakfast on road trips.
Very durable for camping life, mountaineering
or make you enjoy still drinking ice coffee in the
depths of winter. Has a non slip base, carrying
loop and fits most car cup holders

THERMOS MUG (ANY212122549)
Any Morning Stainless Steel Travel Coffee Mug, Coffee Tumbler, Double Wall Vacuum Insulated Travel
Mug, Leak Proof, Spill Proof, Anti Slip Base, Insulated Tumblers for Hot and Cold Drinks, 17 Oz (500 ml)

Description
Any Morning travel mug is made from pure 304
food grade stainless steel. The stainless-steel outer
and interior wall is BPA-free. This highest quality
construction means your coffee won’t taste any
different. You don't get any metallic flavors. It
doesn’t absorb strong flavors or aromas, keeps
your drinks tasting fresh. Dimensions: 7x3.5 in
(17.5x9 cm) Capacity: 17-oz (500 ml). Our
thermos insulated coffee mugs have a double
wall with vacuum thermal insulation, more
effective than standard insulation from a layer of
air, it keeps your hot drinks hot and cold for 4-8

hours. Thanks to its vacuum insulation technology
it does not transfer heat from inside to outside or
from outside to inside. The insulation also protects
your hands and the temperature of your hands
does not affect the temperature of your favorite
drink. This coffee tumbler can be used as a travel
cup to take with you on the go. It is 100%
watertight and can hold up to 500 ml (17 oz). Its
sneapseal lid is reliable without worrying about
leaks. You can turn upside down and shake it, it
will not spill its contents. You can confidently
throw this coffee thermos into your laptop bag

completely full. Any Morning offers high quality
travel mugs as well as emphasizing the
importance of waking up well in the morning. A
warm greeting is a great way to start the day
however not all of us can face up the rush we
live every day or tolerate the sound of the alarm
clock in the morning. Therefore, we have
designed “good morning with coffee” theme for
you. Any Morning travel mug encourage you to
be full of energy. A coffee next to blue sky and
bright sun make your awakening easier and will
make you realize every morning will be different

with new flavours. This travel mug is easy to
clean. There is no need extra attention when
cleaning the inner mechanism and the lid. You
will appreciate how easy they are to clean and
use again. Hand-washing is recommended. It is
very functional for a portable breakfast on road
trips. Very durable for camping life,
mountaineering or make you enjoy still drinking
ice coffee in the depths of winter. Has a non-slip
base and fits most car cup holders.

THERMOS MUG (ANY212122522)
Any Morning Stainless Steel Travel Coffee Mug, Coffee Tumbler, Double Wall Vacuum Insulated
Travel Mug, Leak Proof, Spill Proof, Locked Lid, Anti Slip Base, Insulated Tumblers for Hot and Cold
Drinks, 13 Oz (380 ml)

Description
Any Morning travel mug is made from pure 304
food grade stainless steel. The stainless-steel outer
and interior wall is BPA-free. This highest quality
construction means your coffee won’t taste any
different. You don't get any metallic flavors. It
doesn’t absorb strong flavors or aromas, keeps
your drinks tasting fresh. Dimensions: 7x3 in (17.5x8
cm) Capacity: 13-oz (380 ml). Our insulated
thermos coffee mugs have a double wall with
vacuum thermal insulation, more effective than
standard insulation from a layer of air, it keeps
your hot drinks hot and cold for 4-8 hours. Thanks

to its vacuum insulation technology it does not
transfer heat from inside to outside or from
outside to inside. The insulation also protects your
hands and the temperature of your hands does
not affect the temperature of your favorite drink.
This coffee tumbler can be used as a travel cup
to take with you on the go. It is 100% watertight
and can hold up to 380 ml (13 oz). The lid has a
push botton lid and a lock on the top that makes
it impossible to open. You can turn upside down
and shake it, it will not spill its contents. You can
confidently throw this coffee thermos into your

laptop bag completely full. Any Morning offers
high quality travel mugs as well as emphasizing
the importance of waking up well in the morning.
A warm greeting is a great way to start the day
however not all of us can face up the rush we
live every day or tolerate the sound of the alarm
clock in the morning. Therefore, we have
designed “good morning with coffee” theme for
you. Any Morning travel mug encourage you to
be full of energy. A coffee next to blue sky and
bright sun make your awakening easier and will
make you realize every morning will be different

with new flavours. This travel mug is easy to
clean. There is no need extra attention when
cleaning the inner mechanism and the lid. You
will appreciate how easy they are to clean and
use again. Hand-washing is recommended. It is
very functional for a portable breakfast on road
trips. Very durable for camping life,
mountaineering or make you enjoy still drinking
ice coffee in the depths of winter. Has a non-slip
base and fits most car cup holders.

MIGHTY MUG (ANY211462201)
Stainless Steel Coffee Mug, Mighty Mug, Unspillable Coffee Cup, Spill Proof Tea Cup, BPA Free, Insulated Travel Coffee Mug With Handle, 15 oz, 470 ml

Description
Any Morning coffee mug is made from pure 304
food grade stainless steel. The stainless-steel
interior wall and the high grade pp&abs exterior
wall is BPA-free. This highest quality construction
means your coffee won’t taste any different. You
don't get any metallic flavors. It doesn’t absorb
strong flavors or aromas, keeps your drinks tasting
fresh. Capacity: 15-oz (470 ml). Simply place Any
Morning mighty mug down on your desk and it
creates a powerful airlock which allows mighty

mug to resist accidental knocks to help avoid
spills. When you lift it, the pressure is instantly
normalized allowing the airlock to release and it is
easy to lift naturally. Any Morning offers high
quality coffee mugs as well as emphasizing the
importance of waking up well in the morning.
A warm greeting is a great way to start the day
however not all of us can wake up feeling fresh in
the mornings. Therefore, we have designed
“good morning with coffee” theme for you. Any

Morning coffee cup encourage you to be full of
energy. A coffee next to blue sky and bright
make your awakening easier and realize every
morning will be different with new flavours.
Vacuum sealed and stainless steel lined insulation
keeps your drinks hot and tasty for 1.5 hours. It's
the perfect at-home or "walk the dog in the
morning" mug. You will love this coffee cup that
you can keep at your desk and get your morning
coffee in. Additionally, if you’re a fan of camping

this mug also doubles as a bowl for chili, oatmeal,
and more. Any Morning coffee mug will be the
best gift for the coffee lover in your life that they'll
use every morning. Additionally, the lovely
packaging is a delight to unwrap. This print is a
whole MOOD and instantly brightens up any
kitchen or living space. Hand wash is
recommended.

HES-6 ESPRESSO MAKER 240 ML (ANY8681126433488)

Description
ALUMINUM MOKA POT: Any Morning coffee pot
is made from food grade aluminum. It does not
contain any harmful additives and safe for
consumption. It conducts heat very well and
retains its heat for a longer period of time. It
does not impact the taste and quality of your
brewed coffee. Has a a safety valve to regulate
the pressure inside providing you with a safe,
robust, long lasting use.
CAPACITY: Beautifully designed in aluminum, this
stovetop coffee maker brews up to 6 espresso-

sized cups of coffee. The 6-cup model is just 7
inches -19 cm tall and 4 inches - 12 cm wide.
Suitable for all types of hobs, excluding
induction, it makes barista-style richer-tasting
coffee. It is very easy to store and is a really solid
option if you enjoy more than one serving of
coffee.
TASTY: This stovetop espresso maker is
composed of just three parts, you can fit
together easily. A bottom chamber with a
safety valve, a filter, and a top chamber with an

attached lid. Water in the bottom chamber
boils, creating steam that causes pressure and
pushes water up through the coffee grounds.
The coffee goes into the top chamber. Thanks
to it's strong and smooth brew technique,
extracts all of the flavorful oils and aromas from
your coffee and produce an exceedingly
delicious cup.
HOW TO PREPARE A COFFEE: Simply fill the base
with cold water, place the filter basket inside
and fill with your chosen ground coffee. Screw

on the top half securely and place on the
stovetop. For the best tasting results, ensure you
remove the coffee maker from the heat once
the coffee starts emitting lighter-coloured steam
or the steam becomes audible. Pour carefully
using the roomy handle.
EASY TO CLEAN: To preserve the longevity of
the moka pot, only hand wash and rinse it with
warm water, and let it dry

HES-3 ESPRESSO MAKER 120 ML (ANY8681126433495)

Description
ALUMINUM MOKA POT: Any Morning coffee pot
is made from food grade aluminum. It does not
contain any harmful additives and safe for
consumption. It conducts heat very well and
retains its heat for a longer period of time. It
does not impact the taste and quality of your
brewed coffee. Has a a safety valve to regulate
the pressure inside providing you with a safe,
robust, long lasting use.
CAPACITY: Beautifully designed in aluminum, this
stovetop coffee maker brews up to 3 espresso-

sized cups of coffee. The 3-cup model is just 4
inches -12 cm tall. Suitable for all types of hobs,
excluding induction, it makes barista-style richertasting coffee. It is very easy to store and is a
really solid option if you enjoy more than one
serving of coffee.
TASTY: This stovetop espresso maker is
composed of just three parts, you can fit
together easily. A bottom chamber with a
safety valve, a filter, and a top chamber with an
attached lid. Water in the bottom chamber

boils, creating steam that causes pressure and
pushes water up through the coffee grounds.
The coffee goes into the top chamber. Thanks
to it's strong and smooth brew technique,
extracts all of the flavorful oils and aromas from
your coffee and produce an exceedingly
delicious cup.
HOW TO PREPARE A COFFEE: Simply fill the base
with cold water, place the filter basket inside
and fill with your chosen ground coffee. Screw
on the top half securely and place on the

stovetop. For the best tasting results, ensure you
remove the coffee maker from the heat once
the coffee starts emitting lighter-coloured steam
or the steam becomes audible. Pour carefully
using the roomy handle.
EASY TO CLEAN: To preserve the longevity of the
moka pot, only hand wash and rinse it with
warm water, and let it dry.

FY04 FRENCH PRESS COFFEE AND TEA MAKER 350 ML (ANY8681126433419)

Description
HIGH QUALITY FRENCH PRESS: The body of the
Any Morning french press is made of durable
plastic that protects the glass beaker from
cracks and scratches, as well as protecting
surfaces from heat damage. The plunger and
the filters are made of food grade stainless
steel to add strength and durability while in
use.

CAPACITY: Volume: 11.80 oz 350 Ml, Height: 5.5
in 14 cm, Weight: 14 oz 400 g (for approx. 2
small cups or 1 large cup) 3-LAYER FILTERING:
Advanced filter system separates the ground
coffee beans from the water smoothly. It keeps
the filter mesh in place and makes sure that
water goes through but no ground coffee.
Moreover, the system promises excellent, rich
taste and robust aroma while maintaining the

natural oils of the ground coffee.
BOROSILICATE GLASS: French press coffee
maker features a durable borosilicate beaker.
It is ultra-light and strong, has great heat
resistant properties. There is also a very
practical reason for using borosilicate glass
french press, you have precise control over the
extraction and strength of the coffee because

it allows you to observe the brewing process
and stop it when it’s exactly right. The plastic
handle provides heat-resistance and durability.
EASY TO CLEAN: To preserve the longevity of
the french press, handwashing is
recommended

FY04 FRENCH PRESS COFFEE AND TEA MAKER 800 ML (ANY8681126433426)

Description
HIGH QUALITY FRENCH PRESS: The body of the
Any Morning french press is made of durable
plastic that protects the glass beaker from
cracks and scratches, as well as protecting
surfaces from heat damage. The plunger and
the filters are made of food grade stainless
steel to add strength and durability while in
use.

CAPACITY: Volume: 27oz 800 Ml, Height: 7 in
19 cm, Weight: 17 oz 485 g (for 3 cups)

aroma while maintaining the natural oils of the
ground coffee.

3-LAYER FILTERING: Advanced filter system
separates the ground coffee beans from the
water smoothly. It keeps the filter mesh in place
and makes sure that water goes through but
no ground coffee. Moreover, the system
promises excellent, rich taste and robust

BOROSILICATE GLASS: French press coffee
maker features a durable borosilicate beaker.
It is ultra-light and strong, has great heat
resistant properties, and will not get cloudy in
the dishwasher. There is also a very practical
reason for using borosilicate glass french press,

you have precise control over the extraction
and strength of the coffee because it allows
you to observe the brewing process and stop it
when it’s exactly right. The plastic handle
provides heat-resistance and durability.
EASY TO CLEAN: To preserve the longevity of
the french press, handwashing is
recommended.

FY04 FRENCH PRESS COFFEE AND TEA MAKER 1000 ML (ANY8681126433433)

Description
HIGH QUALITY FRENCH PRESS: The body of the
Any Morning french press is made of durable
plastic that protects the glass beaker from
cracks and scratches, as well as protecting
surfaces from heat damage. The plunger and
the filters are made of food grade stainless
steel to add strength and durability while in
use.

CAPACITY: Volume: 33.80 oz 1000 Ml, Height: 8
in 21 cm, Weight: 17 oz 485 g (for 4 cups) 3-

aroma while maintaining the natural oils of the
ground coffee.

LAYER FILTERING: Advanced filter system
separates the ground coffee beans from the
water smoothly. It keeps the filter mesh in place
and makes sure that water goes through but
no ground coffee. Moreover, the system
promises excellent, rich taste and robust

BOROSILICATE GLASS: French press coffee
maker features a durable borosilicate beaker.
It is ultra-light and strong, has great heat
resistant properties. There is also a very
practical reason for using borosilicate glass
french press, you have precise control over the

extraction and strength of the coffee because
it allows you to observe the brewing process
and stop it when it’s exactly right. The plastic
handle provides heat-resistance and durability.
EASY TO CLEAN: To preserve the longevity of
the french press, handwashing is
recommended

FY92 FRENCH PRESS COFFEE AND TEA MAKER 350 ML (ANY8681126433464)

Description
HIGH QUALITY FRENCH PRESS: Any Morning
coffee maker features a frame made of
durable plastic that protects the glass beaker
from cracks and scratches, as well as
protecting surfaces from heat damage.The
plunger and the filters are made of food grade
stainless steel to add strength and durability
while in use.

CAPACITY: Volume: 20 oz 350 Ml, Height: 7 in 17
cm, Weight: 9 oz 277 g (for 2 cups) 3-LAYER

maintaining the natural oils of the ground
coffee.

FILTERING: Advanced filter system separates
the ground coffee beans from the water
smoothly. It keeps the filter mesh in place and
makes sure that water goes through but no
ground coffee. Moreover, the system promises
excellent, rich taste and robust aroma while

BOROSILICATE GLASS: French press coffee
maker features a durable borosilicate beaker.
It is ultra-light and strong, has great heat
resistant properties. There is also a very
practical reason for using borosilicate glass
french press, you have precise control over the

extraction and strength of the coffee because
it allows you to observe the brewing process
and stop it when it’s exactly right. The plastic
handle provides heat-resistance and durability.
EASY TO CLEAN: To preserve the longevity of
the french press, handwashing is
recommended.

FY92 FRENCH PRESS COFFEE AND TEA MAKER 1000 ML (ANY8681126433471)

Description
HIGH QUALITY FRENCH PRESS: Any Morning
coffee maker features a frame made of
durable plastic that protects the glass beaker
from cracks and scratches, as well as
protecting surfaces from heat damage.The
plunger and the filters are made of food grade
stainless steel to add strength and durability
while in use.

CAPACITY: Volume: 20 oz 1000 Ml, Height: 9 in
23 cm, Weight: 22 oz 647 g (for 4 cups)

aroma while maintaining the natural oils of the
ground coffee.

3-LAYER FILTERING: Advanced filter system
separates the ground coffee beans from the
water smoothly. It keeps the filter mesh in place
and makes sure that water goes through but
no ground coffee. Moreover, the system
promises excellent, rich taste and robust

BOROSILICATE GLASS: French press coffee
maker features a durable borosilicate beaker.
It is ultra-light and strong, has great heat
resistant properties. There is also a very
practical reason for using borosilicate glass
french press, you have precise control over the

extraction and strength of the coffee because
it allows you to observe the brewing process
and stop it when it’s exactly right. The plastic
handle provides heat-resistance and durability.
EASY TO CLEAN: To preserve the longevity of
the french press, handwashing is
recommended.

FY450 FRENCH PRESS COFFEE AND TEA MAKER 600 ML (ANY8681126433440)

Description
HIGH QUALITY FRENCH PRESS: Any Morning
coffee maker features a frame made of
durable stainless steel that protects the glass
beaker from cracks and scratches, as well as
protecting surfaces from heat damage.The
plunger and the filters are made of food grade
stainless steel to add strength and durability
while in use.

CAPACITY: Volume: 20 oz 600 Ml, Height: 7.5 in
19 cm, Weight: 15 oz 448 g (for 2 cups)

aroma while maintaining the natural oils of the
ground coffee.

3-LAYER FILTERING: Advanced filter system
separates the ground coffee beans from the
water smoothly. It keeps the filter mesh in place
and makes sure that water goes through but
no ground coffee. Moreover, the system
promises excellent, rich taste and robust

BOROSILICATE GLASS: French press coffee
maker features a durable borosilicate beaker.
It is ultra-light and strong, has great heat
resistant properties. There is also a very
practical reason for using borosilicate glass
french press, you have precise control over the

extraction and strength of the coffee because
it allows you to observe the brewing process
and stop it when it’s exactly right. The plastic
handle provides heat-resistance and durability.
EASY TO CLEAN: To preserve the longevity of
the french press, handwashing is
recommended

FY450 FRENCH PRESS COFFEE AND TEA MAKER 350 ML (ANY8681126433457)

Description
HIGH QUALITY FRENCH PRESS: Any Morning
coffee maker features a frame made of
durable stainless steel that protects the glass
beaker from cracks and scratches, as well as
protecting surfaces from heat damage.The
plunger and the filters are made of food grade
stainless steel to add strength and durability
while in use.

CAPACITY: Volume: 20 oz 350 Ml, Height: 6.60 in
17 cm, Weight: 11 oz 321 g (for 2 cups)

aroma while maintaining the natural oils of the
ground coffee.

3-LAYER FILTERING: Advanced filter system
separates the ground coffee beans from the
water smoothly. It keeps the filter mesh in place
and makes sure that water goes through but
no ground coffee. Moreover, the system
promises excellent, rich taste and robust

BOROSILICATE GLASS: French press coffee
maker features a durable borosilicate beaker.
It is ultra-light and strong, has great heat
resistant properties. There is also a very
practical reason for using borosilicate glass
french press, you have precise control over the

extraction and strength of the coffee because
it allows you to observe the brewing process
and stop it when it’s exactly right. The plastic
handle provides heat-resistance and durability.
EASY TO CLEAN: To preserve the longevity of
the french press, handwashing is
recommended

JUN-6 ESPRESSO COFFEE MAKER 300 ML (ANY21263091094)

Description
STAINLESS STEEL: Any Morning coffee pot is
made from stainless steel which provides added
benefits. Steel is the most natural compatible
cooking utensils with humans and the
environment. It does not contain any harmful
additives. It conducts heat better and retains its
heat for a longer period of time. It does not
impact the taste and quality of your brewed
coffee. Has a a safety valve to regulate the
pressure inside providing you with a safe, robust,
long lasting use.

CAPACITY: Beautifully designed in stainless steel,
this stovetop coffee maker brews up to 6
espresso-sized cups of coffee. The 6-cup model
is just 7 inches -19 cm tall. Suitable for all types of
hobs, including induction, it makes barista-style
richer-tasting coffee. It is very easy to store and
is a really solid option if you enjoy more than
one serving of coffee.
TASTY: This stovetop espresso maker is
composed of just three parts, you can fit
together easily. A bottom chamber with a

safety valve, a filter, and a top chamber with an
attached lid. Water in the bottom chamber
boils, creating steam that causes pressure and
pushes water up through the coffee grounds.
The coffee goes into the top chamber. Thanks
to it's strong and smooth brew technique,
extracts all of the flavorful oils and aromas from
your coffee and produce an exceedingly
delicious cup.
HOW TO PREPARE A COFFEE: Simply fill the base
with cold water, place the filter basket inside

and fill with your chosen ground coffee. Screw
on the top half securely and place on the
stovetop. For the best tasting results, ensure you
remove the coffee maker from the heat once
the coffee starts emitting lighter-coloured steam
or the steam becomes audible. Pour carefully
using the roomy handle.
EASY TO CLEAN: To preserve the longevity of the
moka pot, only hand wash and rinse it with
warm water, and let it dry.

JUN-4 ESPRESSO COFFEE MAKER 200 ML (ANY21263090394)

Description
STAINLESS STEEL: Any Morning coffee pot is
made from stainless steel which provides added
benefits. Steel is the most natural compatible
cooking utensils with humans and the
environment. It does not contain any harmful
additives. It conducts heat better and retains its
heat for a longer period of time. It does not
impact the taste and quality of your brewed
coffee. Has a a safety valve to regulate the
pressure inside providing you with a safe, robust,
long lasting use.

CAPACITY: Beautifully designed in stainless steel,
this stovetop coffee maker brews up to 4
espresso-sized cups of coffee. The 4-cup model
is just 6 inches -17 cm tall. Suitable for all types of
hobs, including induction, it makes barista-style
richer-tasting coffee. It is very easy to store and
is a really solid option if you enjoy more than
one serving of coffee.
TASTY: This stovetop espresso maker is
composed of just three parts, you can fit
together easily. A bottom chamber with a

safety valve, a filter, and a top chamber with an
attached lid. Water in the bottom chamber
boils, creating steam that causes pressure and
pushes water up through the coffee grounds.
The coffee goes into the top chamber. Thanks
to it's strong and smooth brew technique,
extracts all of the flavorful oils and aromas from
your coffee and produce an exceedingly
delicious cup.
HOW TO PREPARE A COFFEE: Simply fill the base
with cold water, place the filter basket inside

and fill with your chosen ground coffee. Screw
on the top half securely and place on the
stovetop. For the best tasting results, ensure you
remove the coffee maker from the heat once
the coffee starts emitting lighter-coloured steam
or the steam becomes audible. Pour carefully
using the roomy handle.
EASY TO CLEAN: To preserve the longevity of the
moka pot, only hand wash and rinse it with
warm water, and let it dry.
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Biggbrands is an online distribution platform brought to life by Biggplus, one of the strongest E-Commerce groups in
Turkey, with more than 20 years of experience. The “AnyMorning” brand is also one of the brands that Biggbrands owns.
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